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The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) is currently deciding on 
the structure of the next net metering program, which will determine how 
customers who install solar panels (and battery storage) under this new pro-
gram will be compensated for excess energy that they export to the grid, and 
the additional fees that these solar customers will have to pay. The major in-
vestor-owned utility (IOU) companies in the state and some legislators have 
argued that the current net metering programs are far too generous to the 
customers and that they create an inequity by favoring the wealthy and caus-
ing a cost shift to the poorer non-solar customers. The IOUs have jointly 
proposed a set of regulations to the CPUC. In this paper, we examine the fi-
nancial implications to residential customers who go solar under the new net 
metering program if the joint IOU proposal were to be adopted. We examine 
the case of a hypothetical southern California home that consumes the aver-
age amount of electricity (for that region) and estimate its electricity bills for 
various load profiles, assuming no solar or battery storage, with solar alone, 
and with solar and battery storage. For the two latter scenarios, we determine 
the ideal system configuration that will maximize the customer’s financial 
returns. In all cases, we determine that the joint IOU proposal for net meter-
ing will make residential solar panel and battery storage installations finan-
cially unattractive even in the best-case scenarios. In short, if the CPUC adopts 
the joint IOU proposal then residential solar installations in the state would 
likely come to an abrupt stop. We also analyze the economics of going off- 
grid (where a customer completely cuts himself off from the electrical grid) 
and find that it does not make sense for customers to go off-grid without be-
ing willing to cut consumption or make other compromises. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper examines the financial implications to residential homeowners who 
may install solar panels or solar panels combined with battery storage in the near 
future, under the regulations proposed by the three major electric utility compa-
nies in California. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) (2021), a 
state government agency tasked with regulating privately owned electric, natural 
gas and other utility companies, is currently considering potential changes to the 
state’s net energy metering (also known as net metering) policies. Net metering 
refers to the policies and rules that determine how customers who generate their 
own electrical energy (most commonly using solar panel arrays) are credited for 
any excess energy exported to the electrical grid, and how they are charged for 
energy imported from the grid. The original net metering program (NEM 1.0) 
approved in 2013, did not force customers into time-of-use rate plans, and solar 
customers under NEM 1.0 were grandfathered under the then prevailing rules 
for 20 years. A customer who installed a solar panel array under NEM 1.0 could 
stay on a tiered rate plan where they paid the same rate for electricity regardless 
of the time of day. Any excess solar generated electricity that the customer ex-
ported to the grid was compensated for at the retail rate. In other words, one ki-
lowatt hour (kWh1) of electricity exported to the grid was compensated for at the 
same rate as one kWh of electricity purchased from the grid at some other time. 
Thus, under NEM 1.0 solar customers (i.e., customers with solar panel arrays) 
could treat the electrical grid as an infinitely large, and 100% efficient, free bat-
tery storage facility. Despite solar panels being more expensive in the early years, 
customers found it financially attractive to go solar under NEM 1.0 (Nyer, Brough- 
ton, & Ybarra, 2019). The NEM 1.0 program came to an end in 2016-2017, with 
the exact date varying by the investor-owned utility company (IOU2) and was 
replaced by the current net metering program (NEM 2.0). 
Solar customers under NEM 2.0 are still able to sell excess energy produced by 
their solar panel arrays to their IOU but are forced into time-of-use (TOU) rate 
plans where the rates are typically much lower during peak sunlight hours, and 
significantly higher during the peak demand hours in the evening. For example, 
SCE currently charges customers on their TOU 4 - 9 rate plan $0.27 per kWh 
between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM, and $0.47 per kWh between 4:00 PM and 9:00 
PM. Thus, under NEM 2.0, a kWh of electricity exported to the grid at 1:00 PM 
would earn a credit of $0.27, while the customer would pay SCE $0.47 for a kWh 
purchased at 7:00 PM. Additionally, NEM 2.0 imposed certain additional non-by- 
passable charges (NBC) of approximately $0.02 per kWh, that NEM 1.0 custom-
ers are not subject to. NEM 2.0 customers also had to pay a one-time intercon-
nect fee ranging between $75 to $150 (depending on the IOU). Customers who 
go solar under NEM 2.0 will be grandfathered into that program for 20 years. 
While NEM 2.0 is not as financially attractive to customers as NEM 1.0 was, it 
 
 
1A kWh is the amount of energy consumed by a 1000-watt appliance in one hour. 
2California has three major IOUs: Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE) 
and San Diego Gas & Electric (SDGE). 
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still provides a good return on investment to customers (Nyer, Ybarra, & Brough- 
ton, 2019). Both NEM 1.0 and NEM 2.0 have been very popular with customers 
in California, with 2342 megawatts of new solar generating capacity being added 
in 2013-2016 by 428,504 residential customers, and an additional 3149 mega-
watts of capacity added by 521,378 residential customers in 2017-2020 (see Ybarra, 
Broughton & Nyer, 2021 for an analysis of the trends in residential solar installa-
tions in the state). However, NEM 2.0 is soon coming to an end and will be re-
placed by NEM 3.0. The details of NEM 3.0, which is expected to go into effect 
in 2022, are being determined by the CPUC. 
2. Criticisms of NEM 1.0 and 2.0 
The IOUs and some legislators who wish to scale back California’s net metering 
program have argued that net metering programs are far too generous to solar 
customers. They contend that residential solar installations are mostly done by 
wealthier people who then pay little if anything for electricity, and this in turn 
causes less well-off, non-solar customers to shoulder most of the cost of main-
taining and operating the electrical grid and generation infrastructure resulting 
in non-solar customers paying higher electricity rates. This is a valid argument, 
and Ybarra, Broughton, & Nyer (2021) found evidence to support the claim that 
residential solar panel installations were being done mostly by wealthier cus-
tomers. Opponents of net metering include Ms. Lorena Gonzales, Assemblyper-
son from San Diego, who is also the chair of the influential appropriations com-
mittee. She introduced assembly bill AB 1139, with the support of the Coalition 
of Utility Employees (a group closely aligned with the IOUs) which called for all 
past grandfathering for customers who had previously gone solar under NEM 
1.0 and NEM 2.0 to be limited to just 5 years, rather than the 20 years that they 
were promised. AB 1139 was defeated in June 2021, but similar legislation is likely 
to come up for a vote in future years. 
3. Joint IOU Proposal 
In March 2021, the three IOUs in the state submitted a document to the CPUC 
(CPUC, 2021) with suggestions on how NEM 3.0 should be structured. In brief, 
these proposals include: 
1) Assigning all future solar customers (those going solar under NEM 3.0 and 
afterwards) to solar specific rate plans (for SCE customers this will be their ex-
isting TOU D Prime rate), and forcing new solar customers into NEM 3.0 even 
before NEM 3.0 has been fully finalized, 
2) Setting the export compensation rate (what solar customers are credited for 
sending excess energy to the grid) to the IOU’s avoided cost, rather than to the 
retail rate, and limiting the amount of energy that qualifies for export compensa-
tion (we explain this below), 
3) Imposing substantial additional monthly charges on solar customers. 
The export compensation rate and the additional monthly charges being pro-
C. E. Ybarra et al. 
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posed vary by the IOU. For SCE, the export compensation rate during the peak 
sunlight hours (when most of the solar energy is generated) would be only $0.07 
per kWh. Compare this with the retail rate of $0.27 per kWh that customers on 
NEM 2.0 receive for energy that they export to the grid at the same time. How-
ever, it is unlikely that solar customers will be paid even $0.07 per kWh for the 
excess energy they generate. The joint IOU proposal states “Customers will pay 
the retail rate for all delivered energy. For each billing cycle (usually monthly), a 
customer’s exported energy will be priced at the applicable export compensation 
rate depending on the TOU period, up to the amount that is delivered to the 
customer in that same TOU period. Any remaining exported energy…will be 
paid at the monthly net surplus compensation rate”. What this means is that if in 
a billing cycle (a month) an SCE customer sends 300 kWh of energy to the grid 
during the 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM time slot, and imported 50 kWh of energy from 
the grid during the same time slot, the customer would pay $0.27 for each of the 
50 kWh that were purchased, get the export compensation rate of $0.07 for 50 
kWh of exports, and be credited with merely $0.03 per kWh for the remaining 
250 kWh of exports. This would make it financially unattractive for customers to 
export excess energy to the grid, and may encourage them to use battery storage 
to save the excess energy for use when the panels are not producing. IOUs have a 
vested interest in encouraging customers to install solar-coupled battery storage 
since that reduces the peak demand experienced by the grid. However, if a large 
number of customers adopt solar-coupled battery storage, that will result in 
lower revenues for the IOUs. 
This has prompted the IOUs to propose two additional charges for customers 
going solar under NEM 3.0. The first of these is a flat monthly fee named ‘Cus-
tomer Charge’, which for SCE customers would be $12.02, but much higher for 
customers of PG&E ($20.66) and SDGE ($24.10). The second charge, named 
Grid Benefits Charge would be based on the size of each customer’s solar panel 
array in kilowatts, and would be $7.39 per kW for SCE customers, $10.93 per 
kW for PG&E customers, and $11.09 per kW for SDGE customers. Thus, a 
PG&E customer with a modest 5.78 kW solar panel array (the average state-wide 
residential solar panel array size for installations in 2013-2020; data from Ybarra, 
Broughton, & Nyer, 2021) would incur a Grid Benefits Charge of $63.18 per 
month. 
If implemented, these proposals are likely to make residential solar panel in-
stallations very unattractive to customers. IOUs have long argued that utili-
ty-scale solar panel farms (controlled by the IOUs) are more cost effective than 
solar panel arrays installed by the customers. While this is undoubtedly true, 
what this argument fails to recognize are the many benefits of distributed gener-
ation (decentralized generation, which includes residential solar panel installa-
tions). With distributed generation, energy consumption takes place at the same 
location where energy generation takes place, thus reducing the impact on the 
grid, and the necessity to incur large grid improvement expenses. Distributed 
C. E. Ybarra et al. 
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generation usually takes advantage of existing rooftop space, thus eliminating 
the need for large solar farms and the accompanying environmental compro-
mises that must be made. Distributed generation helps create many small busi-
nesses and thousands of jobs state-wide. 
4. Economics of Residential Solar with/without Battery  
Storage under the Joint IOU Proposal 
In this section we will determine the economic viability of residential solar pa-
nels with and without battery storage for a median sized home under the IOU 
proposed regulations. 
4.1. Data 
Following Broughton, Nyer, & Ybarra (2021), we examine a hypothetical SCE 
residential customer in ZIP code area 92,867 who consumes 7411 kWh of elec-
trical energy each year (this corresponds to the average yearly electricity use per 
household for this ZIP code in 2018-2019 (SCE, 2021a). Using data from SCE on 
the timing and quantity of average residential customer electricity usage, we es-
timated the hourly electricity consumption for this hypothetical customer for 
each month of the year. 
Since this hypothetical customer consumes 7411 kWh annually, we designed 
an unobstructed 4.541 kW DC solar panel system (with a commonly used roof 
angle of 20˚) that would generate 7411 kWh of energy annually when installed 
facing south. The solar production data for this hypothetical customer was esti-
mated using National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL; a national labora-
tory of the U.S. Department of Energy) PVWatts web application  
(https://pvwatts.nrel.gov/). The PVWatts site estimates the hourly electricity pro-
duction of a solar panel installation (for each day of the year) based on the sys-
tem’s location, the directional orientation of the array, tilt angle and array size. 
In addition, PVWatts uses the solar irradiance and meteorological data for the 
system's location to arrive at their estimates. The data from PVWatts were cor-
rected for daylight savings time. 
With the customer’s hourly electricity consumption and electricity generation 
data in place, it was then possible for us to determine this customer’s hourly net 
export or import of energy. This combined with the tariff data (SCE, 2021b) made 
it possible for us to calculate the customer’s annual electricity expenses under var-
ious scenarios. 
4.2. Load Profiles 
Not all customers have the same electricity usage pattern. People working and 
studying at home will have a different usage profile compared to people who are 
not home during the daytime on weekdays. To make our analyses more genera-
lizable, we used the four hypothetical load profiles from Broughton, Nyer, & 
Ybarra (2021). The annual electricity consumption for all four load profiles was 
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set to 7411 kWh (see Figure 1 for some of these load profiles). The four load 
profiles are described below (the description below and Figure 1 have been re-
produced from Broughton, Nyer & Ybarra, 2021 with permission.) 
1) Adults working from home. These households typically have someone 
home throughout the day. As such, during the summer months air-conditioners 
get turned on earlier in the afternoon. Once the house is cooled, the electrical 
load will be relatively lower during the later evening hours. 
2) Adults working outside the home with no children. These homes will typi-
cally be unoccupied during the work-day and will see a sharp increase in elec-
tricity use in the early evening hours in summer when the residents return from 
work. 
3) Adults working from home but away from 5 PM to 8 PM. These could be 
individuals who work from home and attend school or run errands in the even-
ing. These households typically have a usage pattern similar to load profile A 
with the difference that the energy consumption is low between 5 PM and 8 PM. 
4) Adults working outside the home with school aged children. School aged 
children tend to be home for part of the summer, and when in school they tend 
to return home earlier than their parents. Thus, during the summer months these 
homes tend to see their air-conditioners turned on earlier than the homes with-
out children (load profile B above). 
Some of the simulated load profiles (for the summer months) are shown in 
Figure 1 (the load profile D, for working adults with school-aged children, has 
not been included to improve the legibility of the illustration. Load profile D is 
similar to profile B, but with a bump in electricity use when schoolchildren 
return home from school.) While our simulations divided the year into three  
 
 
Figure 1. Load Profiles (reproduced from Broughton, Nyer and Ybarra, 2021 with permission). 
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seasons (Summer, Winter and Spring/Fall), Figure 1 includes only the Summer 
load profiles to declutter the illustration. 
5 Findings 
5.1. Financial Impact of Solar Panels at 100% Usage Offset under 
the Joint IOU Proposal 
Table 1 summarizes the annual electricity bills for the hypothetical home, with 
and without solar panels, under the TOU D Prime rate plan for the four load 
profiles (current tariffs from 2021 were used). To reduce the number of scena-
rios that we examine, we assume that the solar panels are installed facing south 
and that the array is sized to exactly match the annual electricity consumption of 
the household of 7411 kWh (in other words, the usage offset is 100%). The an-
nual avoided electricity cost was computed for each load profile, and from that 
the payback period, net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) 
were calculated. NPV is the discounted present value of the stream of avoided 
costs minus the installed cost of the solar system. Positive values of NPV indicate 
that the solar system creates value for the homeowner and is a good investment. 
The discount rate used to calculate NPV is the cost of financing the solar instal-
lation. We conducted an informal survey of solar installers and financial institu-
tions to gauge the approximate financing cost for residential solar systems. The 
lowest rates by loan term were 4.49% (8 year), 5.49% (12 year), and 6.49% (20 
year). These rates required a FICO score of 720 or higher. In Table 1 we com-
pute the NPV using both 4.49% and 6.49%. IRR is the discount rate that would 
result in an NPV of exactly zero and provides a threshold financing rate. If it is 
possible to finance the solar system at a rate below the IRR, the NPV is positive. 
In our analysis, we assumed that the solar panels would last 25 years (25 years 
is the typical warrantied life of solar panels.) We did not adjust for the slight de-
gradation in the energy generation of solar panels as they age (typically a 10% 
reduction by the 25th year) since this is offset by the increasing cost of electricity.  
 




A B C D 
Annual electricity charge without solar $2251.10 $2239.72 $2021.94 $2236.20 
Annual electricity charge with solar $1679.90 $1895.39 $1449.32 $1781.15 
Annual avoided electricity charge $571.20 $344.33 $572.62 $455.05 
Cost of solar installation after tax credit $9374.89 
Payback Period (years) 16.41 27.23 16.37 20.60 
Net present Value at discount rate of 4.49% −$896.29 −$4263.83 −$875.21 −$2620.36 
Net present Value at discount rate of 6.49% −$2401.01 −$5170.91 −$2383.67 −$3819.11 
Internal rate of return 3.54% −0.65% 3.56% 1.55% 
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Table 1 makes it obvious that it is not financially beneficial for homeowners to 
install solar panels with a 100% usage offset under the joint IOU proposed rules. 
Though the use of solar panels reduces the annual electricity charges for the 
customer, the NPV is negative under all load profiles. 
5.2. Determining the Ideal Usage Offset for Solar Panels under the 
Joint IOU Proposal 
In our discussion of the Joint IOU proposal for NEM 3.0 we suggested that the 
proposal was designed to discourage the export of excess energy to the grid. 
Considering this, we attempted to determine whether smaller solar panel arrays 
would make more financial sense compared to solar panels sized at 100% usage 
offset (as in Table 1). To be more precise, we went about determining the ideal 
usage offset (the percentage of the home’s electricity usage that is provided by 
solar panels) which would maximize the NPV and the IRR for the installation. 
To calculate the payback period, NPV and IRR of solar panel arrays of various 
sizes, we had to first estimate a model to determine solar panel array pricing. We 
gathered several recent quotations for residential solar panel installations from 
reputable local installers, and used those data to arrive at the following pricing 
model: 
Installed cost of solar array = $4000 + $1909 × array size (in kW DC) 
Thus, a 4.541 kW DC array would cost $12,668.80 before federal tax credit, 
and $9374.89 after the federal tax credit (currently at 26%). Solar panel installa-
tions vary greatly in price, not only based on the location and array size, but also 
based on the roof type and pitch angle, whether the installation is on a flat roof, 
whether all the panels will be on one roof plane or spread over multiple planes, 
whether the panels will be on the 1st floor roof or higher, etc. Despite this, the 
model we have estimated should suffice for this analysis. 
We calculated the annual electricity charges, avoided costs, cost of installation, 
NPV and IRR for various usage offsets in 5% increments (thus 100%, 95%, 90%, 
85% etc.). A 70% usage offset would correspond to a solar panel array that pro-
duces 70% of the home’s annual electricity consumption. Panels I and II of Ta-
ble 2 provide the usage offset that results in the maximum NPV for each of the 
four load profiles assuming a cost of financing of 4.49% and 6.49%, respectively. 
Panel III provides the usage offset for each load profile that maximizes IRR. 
Table 2 indicates that for load profile B solar panels are a poor investment 
even when sized optimally at only a 20% load offset. Although NPV is positive at 
a low financing cost of 4.49%, the NPV is a meager $52.21. For load profile D the 
ideally sized solar array produces a small positive NPV of $417.22 at our lowest 
assumed discount rate of 4.49%, but a negative NPV at 6.49%. For load profiles 
A and C (the two load profiles where people are home during the peak sunlight 
hours) the ideally sized solar panel array generates 40% or 45% of the home’s 
annual electricity usage, depending on the discount rate. But the NPVs are small, 
ranging from $222.74 to $1666.35, which most homeowners will find insufficient  
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Table 2. Ideal Usage Offset for Solar Panels under proposed NEM 3.0 rules. 
 
Load Profiles 
A B C D 
Panel I: Discount rate = 4.49% 
Usage Offset 45% 20% 45% 30% 
Net Present Value $1491.94 $52.21 $1666.35 $417.22 
Panel II: Discount rate = 6.49% 
Usage Offset 40% 20% 40% 25% 
Net Present Value $222.74 −$710.07 $333.77 −$516.66 
Panel III: Maximum IRR 
Usage Offset 40% 20% 40% 30% 
IRR 6.92% 4.61% 7.13% 5.30% 
 
to justify a solar installation. Compare these NPVs with the numbers reported by 
Nyer, Broughton, & Ybarra (2019) of approximately $16,000 (for an NEM 1.0 
installation of comparable size), or Nyer, Ybarra, & Broughton (2019) of ap-
proximately $6000 (for a NEM 2.0 installation of comparable size.) The bot-
tom-line conclusion is that most homeowners will find going solar under the 
proposed NEM 3.0 rules to be financially unattractive. 
5.3. Financial Impact of Solar Panels and Battery Storage under  
the Joint IOU Proposal 
As we discussed earlier, the Joint IOU proposal is designed to encourage the in-
stallation of battery storage coupled with solar panels. In this section we examine 
the financial impact of installing solar panels and battery storage. As we did for 
solar panels, we estimated a model to price battery storage. We obtained several 
quotations from reputable, local installers for several brands of battery storage 
systems of various capacities. We arrived at the following model: 
Battery Storage Installed Price = $4500 + $473.12 × Usable Battery Capacity (in kW) 
Thus, a battery storage system with 9.3 kW of usable capacity (corresponding 
to the LG Chem RESU10H system) would cost $8900 before federal tax credits, 
and $6586 after the tax credits (26% currently). While there is substantial varia-
bility in the price of batteries from one installer to the next, the above model will 
be adequate for our analyses. 
In section 5.2 we established that the customer maximized his NPV and IRR 
at offset levels substantially lower than 100%. Therefore, to determine the finan-
cial impact of installing both solar panels and batteries, we chose to analyze 
many scenarios where we simultaneously varied both the solar panel array size 
as well as the battery storage capacity. We used the LG Chem RESU10H as our 
baseline battery model and then scaled its capacity and price in 10% increments 
in both directions (100%, 90%, 110% etc.,) until we were able to find the solar 
panel array size and battery size combination that maximized NPV and IRR for 
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each load profile. 
Even the best storage batteries available currently have a short performance 
warranty. As an example, the LG battery is warrantied to retain at least 60% of 
its usable capacity of 9.3 kW for either 10 years or until an energy throughput of 
22.4 MWh has occurred. If this battery is charged fully and discharged com-
pletely every day, then in the first year of use the battery would have experienced 
an energy throughput of 3395 kWh (9.3 × 365). At this rate the battery would 
reach its warrantied throughput limit in 6.6 years (22,400/3395). Thus, in many 
scenarios, the warranty period will be less than 10 years. To account for this, we 
kept track of the energy throughput, and reduced the battery’s capacity linearly 
from 100% to 60% over the warrantied life. We estimated that the actual end-of- 
life happened when the battery was twice as old as its warrantied life, and for the 
years past the warrantied life, the battery’s capacity was reduced linearly from 
60% to 0%. After the battery reached end-of-life, the solar panel array would 
continue to operate until the end of it’s warrantied life in year 25. 
Table 3 summarizes the ideal usage offset level for solar panels, and the ideal 
battery size for each load profile for each of the two assumed discount rates. The 
corresponding NPVs and IRRs are also shown. Comparing Tables II and III, we 
see that adding battery storage causes the IRRs for two load profiles to increase 
(profiles B & D) while two profiles experience a reduction in IRR (profiles A & 
C). Examining Figure I we see that profiles A and C are the ones with substantial 
daytime energy usage (people working from home) where a substantial percen-
tage of the energy produced by the solar panels is used right away without the 
need for storage. Three of the four NPVs in Table 3 decline compared to Table 
2 for profiles A and C, suggesting that for homes with these load profiles adding 
battery storage does not make financial sense. From Figure I we see that homes 
with load profile B (and profile D which while not included in Figure 1 has a  
 
Table 3. Financial Impact of Solar Panels and Battery Storage under proposed NEM 3.0 
rules. 
Discount Rate = 4.49% 
Load Profiles 
A B C D 
Ideal Usage Offset of Solar Panels 80% 60% 65% 60% 
Ideal Usable Battery Capacity (kW) 13.95 kW 13.02 kW 9.30 kW 11.16 kW 
Net Present Value $1549.48 $1729.39 −$32.15 $1552.08 
IRR 5.45% 5.62% 4.47% 5.56% 
Discount Rate = 6.49% 
Load Profiles 
A B C D 
Ideal Usage Offset of Solar Panels 75% 55% 55% 55% 
Ideal Usable Battery Capacity (kW) 11.16 kW 11.16 kW 4.65 kW 9.30 kW 
Net Present Value −$1289.72 −$1090.79 −$2182.25 −$1111.39 
IRR 5.45% 5.61% 4.17% 5.54% 
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similar pattern as load profile B) use very little energy during the peak sunlight 
hours, but instead use a lot of energy in the evening. These homes may benefit 
from using battery storage, though as Table 3 indicates, even under these best- 
case scenarios, the NPV is positive only for discount rates below 4.61% (profile 
B) and 5.3% (profile D). Thus most homeowners are unlikely to find solar and 
battery storage an attractive investment. An important thing to add is that 
homeowners and installers are unlikely to have the information and the know-
ledge to design systems that optimize the usage offset size of the solar array, and 
the battery size based on the load profile of each customer. Thus, the NPVs and 
IRRs in real-life are likely to be lower. 
5.4. Will a Lower Depth of Discharge Improve the Financials? 
A battery is said to undergo 100% depth of discharge (DoD) when it is charged 
to its full capacity and then discharged completely. As we discussed earlier, fully 
charging and discharging batteries will shorten the warrantied life since the 
throughput limits will be reached earlier. We examined if lowering the DoD to 
80% will improve the financials. While lowering the DoD helped extend the life 
of the battery, it did not improve the financials for any of the load profiles. In the 
interest of brevity, we are not reporting the details here. 
6. Does Going Off-Grid Make Sense? 
California has among the lowest electricity usage per household, but among the 
highest electricity rates (see Ybarra, Broughton, and Nyer, 2021 for details), and 
these trends are likely to continue. This is encouraging more California home-
owners to go solar. Yet, the Joint IOU proposal, with its strict and limited net 
metering program and large additional monthly fees, will cause many home-
owners to consider whether they would be better off going completely off-grid 
for their electricity needs. In this section we will estimate the financial implica-
tions for the average customer going off-grid. 
When going off-grid, the solar and battery system should be sized to not only 
provide and store the electricity demand for a full day, but also for a few addi-
tional days in case there are a few cloudy days in a row. We assume that the cus-
tomer is unwilling to compromise on his electricity usage. 
6.1. Data 
It is important to understand that by going completely off-grid, the homeowner 
will be avoiding the annual electricity charges which, as the first row in Table 1 
indicates, are about $2251.10 (the maximum across all load profiles) for this av-
erage home. At a discount rate of 5%, the NPV of this avoided cost for 25 years 
(the warrantied life of solar panels) is approximately $30,216. If we assume that 
electricity rates will increase by 3% each year, then the NPV of this avoided elec-
tricity cost increases to $40,917. This establishes the upper limit for the cost of 
the solar plus battery system that the homeowner can install and make the in-
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vestment financially worthwhile. As before, we used data from PVWatts and 
SCE to calculate the solar generation and the energy use of the average home 
(discussed earlier) that consumes 7411 kWh of electrical energy each year. We 
designed a solar panel array that when installed facing due south at a roof tilt 
angle of 20 degrees would produce exactly 7411 kWh annually (for a usage offset 
of 100%.) We then calculated the number of days when there would be a short-
fall in energy generated by the solar panels, and what the shortfall would be for 
varying periods ranging from one day to 21 days. What this means is that for 
every day of the year we calculated the shortfall (if any) for that day, the com-
bined shortfall (if any) for that day and the previous day, the combined shortfall 
for that day and the previous two days, and so on until we calculated the deficit 
for 21 days. The maximum of these 21 numbers (which we refer to as maximum 
energy deficit) was established for each day of the year. We then scaled the solar 
panel array size upwards in multiples of 20% (usage offset 100%, 120%, 140% 
etc.) while noting the shortfall data mentioned previously. The amount of energy 
to be supplied by the battery was computed for each day of the year by adding 
the day’s energy demand and the maximum energy deficit for that day. 
6.2. Findings 
Table 4 indicates that as the solar panel array size increases (represented by the 
solar usage offset), the number of days with energy deficit and the battery sto-
rage needed decrease. At a usage offset of 220% the battery storage needed to 
service the home for the 10 - 12 year life of the battery required a capacity of 84 
kWh. This accounts for the 95% round trip efficiency of typical batteries and the 
degradation in the capacity over the 10 - 12 year life of the battery. Even with 
bulk discounts, the installed cost of such an off-grid system (solar panels and 
battery storage) is expected to be upwards of $54,000 after the federal tax credit. 
This is more than the NPV of the avoided electricity costs which we established 
in the previous section. The $54,000 initial cost of going off-grid does not in-
clude the recurring expenditure of replacing the batteries every 10 - 12 years 
(battery management systems cannot work with combinations of old and new 
batteries.) 
If the homeowner is willing to use a small, inexpensive gasoline generator to 
charge the battery when the battery is close to being depleted then the system 
can function with a smaller battery. Table 4 (last column) shows that as the solar 
panel array size increases the number of days in the year when the battery needs 
be charged with a gasoline generator decreases. We assume that on any day 
when the battery is expected to have a shortfall of 8 kWh (or more), the battery 
will be charged with 16 kWh of energy using a gasoline generator. For a solar 
panel array sized at 220% usage offset, the homeowner will have to charge the 
battery using a gasoline generator on six days in a year (running a 2 kW gasoline 
generator for approximately 8 hours on each of these six days.) If this is done, 
the battery size needed to adequately service the home for 10 - 12 years becomes  
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Table 4. Going off-grid with and without a supplemental gasoline generator. 
Solar Usage Offset 
Number of days 
when solar 
panels produce 




with energy deficit 
from solar panels 
Battery capacity 
needed for 10 - 12 
year life without 
using gas 
generator in kWh 




end of battery life) 
120% 111 9 180 46 
140% 55 5 133 22 
160% 47 4 120 18 
180% 39 4 106 15 
200% 29 3 92 11 
220% 26 3 84 6 
240% 23 3 83 5 
260% 19 2 82 4 
280% 15 2 81 3 
300% 14 2 79 3 
 
62 kWh (after accounting for the 95% round trip efficiency, and the degradation 
in battery capacity over time) down from the 84 kWh capacity needed with no 
gasoline generator use. Such a system would cost about $41,000 (after federal tax 
credit) which is still more than the NPV of the avoided electricity charges. Once 
again this is only the upfront cost and does not include the recurring cost of re-
placing batteries every 10 - 12 years. 
Thus, going off-grid is not a financially viable option for customers who can 
connect to the grid and who do not wish to cut back on their electricity usage. 
7. Conclusion 
The Joint IOU proposal may very well be a negotiation strategy on the part of 
the IOUs where they ask for a lot so that they can get some of what they ask for. 
However, if the CPUC were to adopt all the Joint IOU proposals then residential 
solar and battery installations in the state are likely to become economically un-
viable to the homeowners. Under these regulations, even with optimally sized 
systems, the NPV and IRR from having solar panels alone, or solar panels and 
battery storage, will be such that most homeowners will not give these invest-
ments a second thought. This is precisely what the IOUs want since distributed 
generation (which includes residential rooftop solar panels) lessens the depen-
dence that customers have on the IOUs and threatens the bottom line of the 
IOUs. Adoption of the Joint IOU proposal would jeopardize the state’s ambi-
tious plans to achieve a statewide goal of carbon neutrality no later than 2045 
(California Executive Order, 2018). 
Limitations and Future Research 
The analyses done in this paper look at the financial implications of installing 
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solar panels and battery storage under the Joint IOU proposal for NEM 3.0. The 
CPUC may not adopt all or any of the proposed rules or may adopt them with 
modifications. Follow-up research will have to be done once the NEM 3.0 regu-
lations are finalized. In this paper we examine the financial implications of NEM 
3.0 from the perspective of a customer of one IOU-SCE. Perhaps future research 
could examine the financials for customers of PG&E and SDGE. While the pric-
ing models we have used to price solar panels and battery storage are robust, the 
prices for these are falling, and so future research could incorporate updated 
pricing models. 
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